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The essay focuses on private savings, analyzes the types of private savings, the 
motivations of hiding private savings, the causal mechanism of private savings 
and people’s moral experience. From the perspective of private savings, family is 
treated as property management unit and consumption unit. The essay wants to 
find practice logic of Chinese rural families’ economic life, understands the 
nervous and integration between individual desire and family benefit, and 
responses to theories on Chinese family transformation through private savings. 
 
The research conducted field work in a village named Kuanyuan in North shore 
of the Yangtze River within the territory of Anhui Province. Research used 
interview and participant observation methods to collect information.  
 
In chapter 1, the essay presents research questions, summarizes relevant 
literatures from family research paradigm and family property, and puts forward 
theoretical perspectives. 
 
In chapter2, the essay introduces field from regional general situation, clan, 
family scale and structure, agriculture production and household production 
and consumption. Besides, the essay explains research methods and research 
process. 
 
In Chapter3, the essay analyzes the types of private savings from three 
dimensions, namely the motivations that people hiding private savings, the 
secret degree of hiding private savings and the use of private savings. Firstly, 
private savings can be divided into self-interest private savings and altruism 
private savings. The former mainly aims to satisfy individual desire; the latter 
mainly aims to satisfy other’s interest or family interest. Secondly, it can be 
divided into overt private savings and secret private savings from the degree of 
secret. The former is known and even permitted by family members; the latter is 
unknown by family members. Thirdly, private savings can be divided into private 
savings for subsistence and private savings for extravagance. The typology study 
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tells us that private savings has many dimensions, which is different from 
stereotyped image regarding private savings as secret and self-interest. 
 
In chapter 4, the essay constructs motivational model on private savings in four 
dimensions, which are risk-aversion, free living, gamble and subsidy. 
Risk-aversion and free living are two principal motivations. Risk-aversion means 
people hide private savings in order to deal with possible risk, such as marriage 
crisis, family economic crisis and aging crisis. Free living aims to provide 
economic basis for living one’s own life through private savings. When it comes 
to gamble, hiding private savings for gamble is common in Kuanyuan village. The 
suppression and anti-suppression around gamble reflect the nervous between 
individual desire and family benefit. Private savings is one of the methods to 
solve the nervous. As for subsidy, it has different cultural meaning between men 
and women. When women hold the purse strings, they restrict and supervise 
the money men give to their parents. Men also supervise women’s behavior 
giving money to their parent homes no matter whether they bear the bag, 
because the behavior threatens boundary and integrity of core family property. 
In such situation, both men and women need hide private savings to support 
people who are outside core family.  
 
In chapter 5, the essay discusses the mechanism of private savings. It finds the 
stability of marriage and the control of family income are two important 
influence factors. In marriage stability mechanism, the intimate relationship is 
more harmonious and marriage is more stable, the possibility that family 
members hide private savings is smaller, otherwise, the possibility is bigger, 
because family members need to hide private savings to deal with marriage 
crisis. In family income control mechanism, the control is tighter, the possibility 
that family members hide private savings is bigger, because they can acquire 
financially independence and satisfy individual desire with private savings. The 
two mechanisms also interact with each other. 
 
In chapter 6, the essay talks over family income management model from 
property right. The research divides family income management authority into 
income storage authority and incomes allocate authority, and then construct 
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theory model on family income management. The research uses the theory 
model to analyze material from Kuanyuan village. The results show there are 
four basic types of family income management models in Chinese rural family, 
namely husband and wife hold on authority together, wife monopolizes 
authority, husband monopolizes authority, and husband and wife hold on 
authority independently. How income storage authority and income allocate 
authority is distributed decided by the state of intimate relationship, husband 
and wife’s manager ability and their morality. The research also finds there is 
difference between “hold on the small authority” and “hold on the big 
authority”. The former deals with daily affairs, the latter deals with important 
affairs which relate to family benefit. Besides, as one of methods confirming and 
supervising economic expenditure, account checking is universal in Chinese rural 
family. In order to avoid harming intimate relationship, account checking is often 
informal.  
 
In chapter 7, the essay discusses how people appraise private savings and reveal 
moral framework that people use in such appraise. The results show that people 
appraise private savings is not one–dimensional, but is relative. Specifically, 
private savings’ source, amount and use are factors that affect people’s 
judgment. In addition, the state of family financial control and intimate 
relationship also affect people’s judgment. Generally, money obtained in vain 
and money saved in daily life is more likely to be accepted. Small amount private 
savings is more likely to be accepted. Private savings for subsistence and 
meeting the need of emergency are more likely to acquire good appraise than 
private savings for luxurious. Private savings used inside family and for family are 
more likely to be accepted than private savings used outside family and for 
personal affairs. People are more likely to accept private savings hided by people 
who are financially controlled and people who are in bad intimate relationship. 
Obviously, those factors are included in binary framework “individual vs. family”, 
and family is the basic point which people stand on to judge private savings. 
 
In chapter 8, the essay puts forward the analysis framework “concept family” 
and “practice family”. “Concept family” views family as a strong concept, which 
can be described by single course. It emphasizes family image and family identity, 
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guides family members to perceive family integration in feeling, division of labor, 
resource allocate and so on. As a result, family integration is possible. “Practice 
family” views family as a series of incompact and fragmented practice which not 
only can strength concept family, but also can weaken concept family. It brings 
about diversities and differences. The essay points out that only when we 
comprehend “concept family” and “practice family” can we more truly grasp the 
complicated relationship between individual and family. In addition, the easy 
points out that the development direction of Chinese rural family still is 
centralizing, not individualizing. The essay also emphasizes that women’s 
economic status in Chinese rural family lacks substantial economic basis under 
the structure of husband earning money and wife holding the purse strings. 
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